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&lt;/lyrics&gt;
{{Translation|Japanese}}
==Romaji==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
hakuba ni mataga ri yami wo kakeru
watashi wa chichi ga kataki utsu kanshi no yauni

todomaru kodonaki mujou no yoni wa
junketsuto fujoutoga onaji basho ni sumu

mefuta no kimi ga omokagedake wa
akanu ni some matsutemo
kieha shinaideshiyou

watashi wo oyuroshi kudasai

hanateyo tamashii sasageru chi to bara
kedakaku ikiyoto mitama no koto no ha
mayoeru kokoro wo seishi
watashi wo michibiite kudasai

hoyshoku no mori de ueru ookami
watashi wa motometeita inoshi kake shimono

kimi wo omou futaki atsuku den fu
namida no hito shizuku ni shinjitsu wa ariya

hitoyo kagirino chigiri wa mune ni
kizami komareta shisei konjou no hanamuke

watashi wo wasurete kudasai

tobi tatsu tamashii sasageru shi to yuri
toutoku chiranto fukikomu kamikaze
urei no kisatsu wa suginu
kono mi wo aa mukaete kudasai

watashi wo yukasete kudasai

hanateyo tamashii sasageru chi to bara
kedakaku ikiyoto mitama no koto no ha
utsukishiki hibi no tameni
watashi wo michibiite kudasai

uruwashiki hibi no tameni
watashi wo michibiite kudasai
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||
==Translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Straddled in my white horse, I gallop through the darkness
I am my father's enemy, attacking just like a fencer

I cannot stop in this world of uncertainty
As purity and dirtiness live in the same place

Even only your eyes of your face
Are dyed on the madder flower
It won't ever disappear

&quot;Please accept me&quot;

I free my soul and offer the blood and roses
Sublimely living in the words of the spirits



My heart is wandering, but it stops
Please guide me to it

In the forest of gluttony, the wolf is starving
I have searched for it, gambling my life over something that disappears

When I remember you, I speak hotly
The truth exists in just one drop of my tears

The pledge of limiting that one night is
The farewell gift of life is etched into my heart like a tattoo

&quot;Please forget me&quot;

My soul is taking off and I offer death and a lily
If I preciously fall, the divine wind will blow me up
I cannot pass through the season of unhappiness
Ah, please let me meet this body

&quot;Please, let me go&quot;

I free my soul and offer the blood and roses
Sublimely living in the words of the spirits
For the sake of the lovely days
Please guide me to them

For the sake of the lovely days
Please guide me to them
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